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Summary Overview
 U.S. Market Analysis (Page 3)

Large cap stocks dominated U.S. equity market performance in September as small-cap leadership began
to fade. Our analysis suggests that a rotation is underway favoring high quality, defensive issues. Largecap value stocks in particular, appear poised for future outperformance.

 Sector Analysis (Page 10)

Our monthly analysis of the ten S&P 500 equal-weight sectors ranks Health Care, Industrials, and Staples
as most bullish, followed by improvement in Financials; Real Estate, Utilities, Technology, and
Discretionary have been losing momentum, while Energy and Materials currently rank as bearish. Our
September report card reveals positive alpha for the month.

 Actionable Trade Ideas (Page 33)

Our top actionable trade ideas for October include: Zimmer Biomet (ZBH), CVS Health (CVS), Flowserve
(FLS), Xylem (XYL), Clorox (CLX), Kimberly Clark (KMB), Citigroup (C), and JP Morgan (JPM) on the long
side; and General Motors (GM) and Vulcan Materials (VMC) on the short side.

 Macro Perspectives (Page 39)

From a macro perspective, we consider the technical characteristics of foreign equities, gold, WTI crude
oil, Bitcoin, the USD index, and the 10-year US Treasury yield.

 Appendix (Page 46)

Included is an outline of our methodology, rating scale and a glossary, an analyst’s bio, and disclosures.
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U.S. Market Analysis
 Large-Cap
 Mid-Cap
 Small-Cap
 Style Box Leadership
 Factor Leadership
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U.S. Large Cap
S&P 500 Index
Neutral
Observations:
 Price made another new monthly closing high in
September, sustaining the August breakout above a
the Jan 2018 high.
 Momentum remains positive, and has turned up,
but a breakout above nearby highs is still necessary
before we can upgrade our opinion to Bullish.
 Relative strength of large-caps has underperformed
small-caps YTD, but a rotation beneath the surface
of the market favors large value going forward.
 Key Resistance = 2977
 Initial Support = 2848
 Key Support = 2742

Conclusions:
 The trend remains decidedly bullish, but the nonconfirmation evident in momentum suggests caution
is still warranted.
 Add to leadership areas opportunistically; A
monthly close below initial support would warn of
additional consolidation ahead.

Source: StockCharts.com

 New Target = 2977
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U.S. Mid Cap
S&P 400 Index
Neutral
Observations:
 Price is holding initial support after posting a new
monthly closing high in August.
 Momentum remains positive, and has turned up,
but a negative divergence remains in place; A
breakout above nearby highs is needed before we
can upgrade our opinion to Bullish.
 YTD, the relative strength of mid-caps has trailed
both large and small-cap stocks, and is now
challenging support.
 Key Resistance = 2098
 Initial Support = 2002
 Key Support = 1960

Conclusions:
 The trend remains bullish, but the non-confirmation
evident in momentum suggests some caution is
warranted.
 Add to leadership areas opportunistically; A
monthly close below initial support would warn of
additional consolidation ahead.

Source: StockCharts.com

 Target = 2098
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U.S. Small Cap
S&P 600 Index
Neutral
Observations:
 Price has retraced to close below initial support
after posting a new monthly closing high in August;
Our opinion has been downgraded to Neutral.
 Momentum remains positive, but appears to be
retracing some of its recent progress.
 Relative strength made a new high in August, but
has since reversed back below initial support. Smallcaps have outperformed both mid-cap and large-cap
stocks YTD.
 Key Resistance = 1145
 Initial Support = 1063 (breached by 1 point)
 Key Support = 982

Conclusions:
 The trend remains bullish, but the breach of initial
support may be a warning sign.
 Add to leadership areas opportunistically; A
monthly close below key support would warn of
additional consolidation ahead.
 New Target = 1145
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Russell Style Box Leadership

RS-Momentum Rank

Sept % Chg

1. Large-Cap Value (RLV)

+0.0%

2. Large-Cap Growth (RLG)

+0.5%

3. Small-Cap Growth (RUO)

-2.4%

4. Mid-Cap Growth (RDG)

-0.5%

5. Small-Cap Value (RUJ)

-2.7%

6. Mid-Cap Value (RMV)

-1.0%
Source: StockCharts.com
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MSCI Factor Leadership

RS-Momentum Rank

Sept % Chg

1. Low Volatility (USMV)

+1.2%

2. High Quality (QUAL)

+1.1%

3. Low Valuation (VLUE)

-0.2%

4. High Momentum (MTUM)

+0.9%

5. Small Capitalization (SIZE)

+0.3%

Source: StockCharts.com
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Value Lagging Growth…For Now

Source: StockCharts.com
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Sector Analysis
 Equal-Weight S&P 500 Sector Leadership





Sector RS-Momentum Rank
Sector Technical Analysis
Sector Ranked Leaders & Laggards
September Report Card
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Equal-Weight Sector Leadership
RS-Momentum Rank

Sept % Chg

1. Healthcare (RYH)

+2.7%

2. Industrials (RGI)

+0.9%

3. Staples (RHS)

-0.5%

4. Financials (RYF)

-2.3%

5. Real Estate (EWRE)

-2.9%

6. Utilities (RYU)

+0.1%

7. Technology (RYT)

-0.4%

8. Discretionary (RCD)

-0.1%

9. Energy (RYE)

+1.3%

10.Materials (RTM)

+0.1%
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S&P 500 Equal-Weight
Health Care Sector
Leading
Observations:
 Price made another new monthly closing high in
September, re-asserting itself after emerging from a
2-year consolidation that ended in mid-2017.
 Momentum has turned up, but remains well-below
its nearby high, leaving a negative divergence in
place.
 Relative strength vs. the average S&P stock appears
to have bottomed and is now staging an upside
reversal.
 Key Resistance $215
 Key Supports = $179

Conclusions:
 Health Care moved up two positions to the #1 rank
in our RS-Momentum work this month.
 Rotation away from momentum charged sectors,
and into traditionally defensive and value oriented
sectors appears underway.
 Increase exposure.
 Target = $225

October 1, 2018
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S&P 500 Health Care Sector Drivers

Top RS-Momentum Leaders
1. HCA Healthcare (HCA)
2. Pfizer (PFE)
3. CVS Health (CVS)
4. Zimmer Biomet (ZBH)
5. Medtronic (MDT)
6. Thermo-Fisher Scientific (TMO)
Top RS-Momentum Laggards
1. DENTSPLY Int’l. (XRAY)
2. Perrigo (PRGO)
3. Lab Corp of America (LH)
4. Quest Diagnostics (DGX)
5. Hologic (HOLX)
6. Gilead Sciences (GILD)

Source: StockCharts.com
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S&P 500 Equal-Weight
Industrial Sector
Leading
Observations:
 Price made a new all-time high, and a new monthly
closing high in September.
 Momentum is positive, but a large scale negative
divergence remains in place. Conspicuously absent
is any sign of volume acceleration.
 Relative strength vs. the average S&P stock peaked
in Q1, then collapsed. A recovery appears
underway, but much work remains.
 Key Resistance = $134
 Key Support = $111

Conclusions:
 Industrials moved up three positions to the #2 rank
in our RS-Momentum work this month.
 Rotation away from momentum charged sectors,
and into traditionally defensive and value oriented
sectors appears underway.
 Increase exposure.
 Target = $143
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S&P 500 Industrials Sector Drivers

Top RS-Momentum Leaders
1. Flowserve (FLS)
2. Flour (FLR)
3. Xylem (XYL)
4. Honeywell (HON)
5. Eaton (ETN)
6. Harris (HRS)
Top RS-Momentum Laggards
1. General Electric (GE)
2. A.O. Smith (AOS)
3. Illinois Tools Works (ITW)
4. Stericycle (SRCL)
5. Fortune Brands (FBHS)
6. Masco (MAS)

Source: StockCharts.com
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S&P 500 Equal-Weight
Staples Sector
Leading
Observations:
 Price continues to recover from its May/June lows
following an extended period of consolidation.
 After recording a new all-time high in January, a test
of key support has proved successful thus far on
improving momentum and an uptick in volume.
 Relative strength vs. the average S&P stock has
collapsed since 2015.
 Key Resistance = $136
 Key Support = $117

Conclusions:
 Consumer Staples moved up a position to the #3
rank in our sector RS-Momentum work this month,
continuing its progress of the past several months.
 Rotation away from momentum charged sectors,
and into traditionally defensive and value oriented
sectors appears underway.
 Opportunistically increase exposure.
 Target = $155 (pending monthly close above $136)
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S&P 500 Staples Sector Drivers

Top RS-Momentum Leaders
1. Clorox (CLX)
2. Walmart (WMT)
3. Kimberly Clark (KMB)
4. Walgreens Boots Alliance (WBA)
5. Hersey Foods (HSY)
6. Altria Group (MO)
Top RS-Momentum Laggards
1. Kraft Heinz (KHC)
2. Molson Coors (TAP)
3. Coca-Cola (KO)
4. Pepsico (PEP)
5. Kellogg (K)
6. Sysco (SYY)

Source: StockCharts.com
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S&P 500 Equal-Weight
Financials Sector
Improving
Observations:
 Price remains contained within a well-defined
trading range bound by the January 2018 high and
the February 2018 low.
 Momentum has been struggling to make any net
progress since breaking trend last year. While still
positive, it remains well below resistance.
 Relative strength vs. the average S&P stock broke
trend in January and has now breached the 2017
lows.
 Key Resistance = $47
 Key Support = $41

Conclusions:
 Financials have experienced the most significant
improvement in our sector RS-Momentum work
this month, advancing from #9 to the #4 rank.
 Rotation away from momentum charged sectors,
and into traditionally defensive and value oriented
sectors appears underway.
 Opportunistically increase exposure.

Source: StockCharts.com

 Target = $53 (pending monthly close above $47)
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S&P 500 Financials Sector Drivers

Top RS-Momentum Leaders
1. Progressive (PGR)
2. A.J. Gallagher (AJG)
3. Discover Financial (DFS)
4. Aflac (AFL)
5. Citigroup (C)
6. MetLife (MET)
Top RS-Momentum Laggards
1. Invesco (IVZ)
2. E*TRADE Financial (ETFC)
3. T. Rowe Price (TROW)
4. Willis Towers Watson (WLTW)
5. Franklin Resources (BEN)
6. Hartford Financial (HIG)

Source: StockCharts.com
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S&P 500 Equal-Weight
Real Estate Sector
Weakening
Observations:
 Price reversed back below initial support after
posting a new monthly closing high last month.
 Momentum did not confirm the breakout in price,
leaving a negative divergence in place.
 Relative strength vs. the average S&P stock has been
in decline since 2Q16, and appears poised to
challenge the February low.
 Key Resistance = $28
 Key Support = $26

Conclusions:
 Real Estate has rolled over from the leading
position of the past two months to the #5 rank in
our sector RS-Momentum work for the month.
 Interest rate sensitive sectors appear to be
succumbing to the effects of tighter monetary policy.
 Selectively reduce exposure.
 Target = N/A
Source: StockCharts.com
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S&P 500 Real Estate Sector Drivers

Top RS-Momentum Leaders
1. Regency Realty (REG)
2. United Dominion (UDR)
3. Equity Residential (EQR)
4. Apartment Inv & Mgmt (AIV)
5. ProLogis (PLD)
6. Essex Property Trust (ESS)
Top RS-Momentum Laggards
1. Weyerhaeuser (WY)
2. Extra Space Storage (EXR)
3. CBRE Group (CBRE)
4. Public Storage (PSA)
5. Ventas (VTR)
6. Mid-America Apartment (MAA)

Source: StockCharts.com
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S&P 500 Equal-Weight
Utility/Telco Sector
Weakening
Observations:
 Price made a slight new monthly closing high in
September following the August breakout.
 Momentum appears to have turned up, despite the
large degree negative divergence in place, while
volume remains subdued.
 Relative strength vs. the average S&P stock has
already broken down, but an attempt to challenge
its descending trendline may be underway.
 Key Resistance = $90
 Key Support = $79

Conclusions:
 Utilities slipped to the #6 rank in our sector RSMomentum work this month, down from #2.
 Interest rate sensitive sectors appear to be
succumbing to the effects of tighter monetary policy.
 Selectively reduce exposure.
 Target = N/A
Source: StockCharts.com
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S&P 500 Utility/Telco Sector Drivers

Top RS-Momentum Leaders
1. CenturyLink (CTL)
2. Verizon Communications (VZ)
3. PPL (PPL)
4. Eversource Energy (ES)
5. NRG Energy (NRG)
6. AT&T (T)
Top RS-Momentum Laggards
1. Southern (SO)
2. Consolidated Edison (ED)
3. Sempra Energy (SRE)
4. Duke Energy (DUK)
5. Evergy (EVRG)
6. NiSource (NI)

Source: StockCharts.com
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S&P 500 Equal-Weight
Technology Sector
Weakening
Observations:
 Price made a new intra-month high in September,
and remains in a well-established uptrend
originating off the 2009 lows. Tech is likely in the
very late stages of its advance.
 Rarely does such a textbook example present itself
so clearly as the 5-wave Elliott impulse pattern
evident in the Technology stocks. Note how volume
has declined throughout wave 5, while momentum
appears to be flat lining just as prices are cresting to
all-time highs – typical terminal wave behavior.
 Relative strength vs. the average S&P stock remains
robust, but if wave 5 is terminating as we suspect,
that could quickly reverse.
 Key Support = $159

Conclusions:
 Technology is holding at the #7 rank in our sector
RS-Momentum work for the third month in a row.
Rotation away from momentum charged sectors,
and into traditionally defensive and value oriented
sectors appears underway.
 Selectively reduce exposure.

Source: StockCharts.com

 Target = N/A
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S&P 500 technology Sector Drivers

Top RS-Momentum Leaders
1. Corning (GLW)
2. Apple Computer (AAPL)
3. Gartner Group (IT)
4. F5 Networks (FFIV)
5. Cisco Systems (CSCO)
6. NVidia (NVDA)
Top RS-Momentum Laggards
1. IPG Photonics (IPGP)
2. Western Digital (WDC)
3. Twitter (TWTR)
4. Applied Materials (AMAT)
5. Seagate Technology (STX)
6. Facebook (FB)

Source: StockCharts.com
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S&P 500 Equal-Weight
Discretionary Sector
Weakening
Observations:
 Price made a new intra-month high in September
following a new monthly closing high in August.
 Momentum turned down after testing a shelf of
resistance that has been in place since 2014.
 Relative strength vs. the average S&P stock had
been in decline since mid-2015, and is now
struggling to reverse higher with little progress.
 Key Resistance = $108
 Key Support = $94

Conclusions:
 Consumer discretionary is holding at the #8 rank in
our sector RS-Momentum work this month.
 Rotation away from momentum charged sectors,
and into traditionally defensive, and value oriented
sectors appears underway.
 Selectively reduce exposure.
 Target = N/A
Source: StockCharts.com
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S&P 500 Discretionary Sector Drivers

Top RS-Momentum Leaders
1. TJX Cos (TJX)
2. Target (TGT)
3. Garmin (GRMN)
4. Ulta Beauty (ULTA)
5. Yum! Brands (YUM)
6. McDonalds (MCD)
Top RS-Momentum Laggards
1. Wynn Resorts (WYNN)
2. Whirlpool (WHR)
3. Mohawk Industries (MHK)
4. Newell Brands (NWL)
5. PulteGroup (PHM)
6. General Motors (GM)

Source: StockCharts.com
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S&P 500 Equal-Weight
Energy Sector
Lagging
Observations:
 Price remains well below its 2014 high, and rangebound between the 2016 high and 2017 low. After
challenging the upper boundary of the range on
better volume in May, Energy stocks are now
consolidating just below key resistance.
 Momentum ticked down this month on muted
volume, despite being the second best performing
sector during the month of September (+1.48%).
 Relative strength vs. the average S&P stock has been
under pressure since 2011, but a challenge of its
descending trend line appears underway again.
 Key Resistance = $65
 Key Support = $47

Conclusions:
 Energy is slipped three positions to the #9 rank in our
sector RS-Momentum work this month. A monthly
close above $65 would probably tip the scale in
favor of the bull case, but prudence demands
caution.
 Selectively reduce exposure.

Source: StockCharts.com

 Target = N/A
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S&P 500 Energy Sector Drivers

Top RS-Momentum Leaders
1. Andeavor (ANDV)
2. ConocoPhillips (COP)
3. Exxon Mobil (XOM)
4. Helmerich & Payne (HP)
5. Concho Resources (CXO)
6. FMC Technologies (FTI)
Top RS-Momentum Laggards
1. Noble Energy (NBL)
2. EQT (EQT)
3. Anadarko Petroleum (APC)
4. Newfield Exploration (NFX)
5. Devon Energy (DVN)
6. Oneok (OKE)

Source: StockCharts.com
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S&P 500 Equal-Weight
Materials Sector
Lagging
Observations:
 After posting a new all-time high on record volume
in January, price has breached the lower boundary
of a parallel trend channel off the 2016 low.
 Momentum remains flat while Materials stocks
consolidate above key support; A negative
divergence remains in place.
 Relative strength vs. the average S&P stock, which
bottomed in late 2015 and experienced a sustained
2-year recovery, breached the 2017 low in August.
 Key Resistance = $118
 Key Support = $102

Conclusions:
 Materials holds the #10 rank for the second month
in a row, in our sector RS-Momentum work.
 Reduce exposure.
 Target = N/A

Source: StockCharts.com
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S&P 500 Materials Sector Drivers

Top RS-Momentum Leaders
1. CF Industries (CF)
2. Mosaic (MOS)
3. Ball Corp (BLL)
4. Ecolab (ECL)
5. Int’l Flavors & Fragrances (IFF)
6. Air Products & Chemicals (APD)
Top RS-Momentum Laggards
1. Newmont Mining (NEM)
2. Freeport-McMoRan (FCX)
3. Martin Marietta (MLM)
4. Vulcan Materials (VMC)
5. Sealed Air (SEE)
6. Nucor (NUE)

Source: StockCharts.com
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September Report Card
Leaders vs. Laggards
Sector
EWRE
Leaders
Laggards
RYU
Leaders
Laggards
RYH
Leaders
Laggards
RHS
Leaders
Laggards
RGI
Leaders
Laggards

October 1, 2018

September
-2.94%
-3.56%
-5.11%
0.10%
-0.18%
0.15%
2.68%
1.34%
5.37%
-0.46%
-0.68%
-0.78%
0.88%
0.00%
2.38%

Sector
RYE
Leaders
Laggards
RYT
Leaders
Laggards
RCD
Leaders
Laggards
RYF
Leaders
Laggards
RTM
Leaders
Laggards

September
1.33%
-3.32%
1.99%
-0.44%
6.25%
-3.00%
-0.12%
-0.11%
-2.77%
-2.27%
-4.44%
-2.27%
0.12%
1.01%
-1.86%

Alpha Insights

S&P Equal-Weight

September
-0.05%

Equal-Weight Leaders
Equal-Weight Laggards
Long/Short Spread
Long Alpha
Short Alpha

-0.37%
-1.07%
0.70%
-0.32%
1.02%

S&P 500 Index

0.43%

Sector Neutral Leaders
Sector Neutral Laggards
Long/Short Spread
Long Alpha
Short Alpha

1.00%
-1.06%
2.06%
0.57%
1.49%
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Actionable Trade Ideas
 Top Bullish Health Care Trade Set-ups…ZBH & CVS
 Top Bullish Industrials Trade Set-ups…FLS & XYL
 Top Bullish Staples Trade Set-ups…CLX & KMB
 Top Bullish Financials Trade Set-ups…C & JPM
 Top Bearish Short Sale Set-ups…GM & VMC
 September Report Card
October 1, 2018
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Bullish Health Care Set-ups…
Zimmer Biomet (ZBH)

CVS Health (CVS)

Source: StockCharts.com
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Bullish Industrials Set-ups…
Xylem (XYL)

Flowserve (FLS)

Source: StockCharts.com
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Bullish Staples Set-ups…
Clorox (CLX)

Kimberly Clark (KMB)

Source: StockCharts.com
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Bullish Financials Set-ups…
JP Morgan (JPM)

Citigroup (C)

Source: StockCharts.com
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Bearish Short Sale Set-ups…
Vulcan Materials (VMC)

General Motors (GM)

Source: StockCharts.com
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Macro Perspectives
 Foreign Markets
 Gold Bullion
 WTI Crude Oil
 Bitcoin Index
 U.S. Dollar Index
 10-Year Treasury Yield
October 1, 2018
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Foreign Markets
FTSE All-World (ex-US)
Bearish
Observations:
 Foreign market equities have breached a mutli-year
trendline ascending off the 2016 lows, and have
challenged key support.
 Momentum has turned decidedly down, but remains
slightly positive for now.
 Broadly speaking, domestic markets have
outperformed foreign markets since the end of the
financial crisis; Internally, relative strength favors
developed foreign markets over emerging markets.
 Key Resistance = $58
 Key Support = $51-50
 Structural Support = $47

Conclusions:
 With price action and momentum deteriorating,
and emerging markets displaying relative
weakness, a test of structural support may be on
the horizon for foreign market equities.
 Reduce exposure.
 Target: N/A

October 1, 2018
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Commodity
Gold Bullion
Neutral
Observations:
 The price of gold has violated its ascending trendline
off the 2015 low calling into question the status of
the 5-year base formation evident in the chart. An
established range bound by the 2016 high and low
remains in place and will continue to hold the key
to gold’s long-term prospects.
 Momentum has broken its uptrend and turned
decidedly negative.
 According the latest Commitment of Traders data,
“Large Speculators” hold their largest net-short
position since 2001. Meanwhile, “Commercials”
have gone net positive for the first time since 2001.
 Key Resistance = $1378
 Key Support = $1124

Conclusions:
 Based upon the poor trader sentiment data and the
increased “Commercial” interest, another challenge
of the upper boundary appears more probable at
this juncture than a collapse to new lows.
Source: StockCharts.com
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Commodity
WTI Crude Oil
Bullish
Observations:
 WTI crude prices have established a new uptrend
off the 2017 low, penetrating two important
resistance levels in the process and remain very
constructive above key support.
 Momentum bottomed in 2015 ahead of price and
the trend since remains north by northeast.
 Relative strength vs. the other 16 commodities that
make up the CRB index has been robust and
appears poised for a breakout to new highs.
 Key Resistance = $85
 Key Support = $62

Conclusions:
 Notwithstanding the potential for continued price
volatility within the recent consolidation range, WTI
crude appears to have unfinished business to the
upside.
 Target = $85

Source: StockCharts.com
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Commodity
NYSE Bitcoin Index
Bearish
Observations:
 Price breached a year-long trendline ascending off
the 2017 lows, and has challenged and violated key
support.
 While still positive, momentum has collapsed, but is
attempting to stabilize.
 In mid-June of this year, the SEC announced that
Bitcoin did not meet the definition of a security, but
would be treated as a commodity. By comparison,
the 17 most widely traded commodities, illustrated
by the CRB index, have all significantly outpaced
Bitcoin since December 2017.
 Key Resistance = $9,593
 Key Support = $6,546

Conclusions:
 Given the poor price action and sharp momentum
deterioration evident since last December, Bitcoin
appears to have unfinished business to the
downside.
 Reduce exposure.
Source: StockCharts.com

 Target: $3,175
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Currency
US Dollar Index
Neutral
Observations:
 Price tested and held an established uptrend in
January and has since rallied strongly to challenge
key resistance.
 Momentum has reversed sharply above the zero
line, penetrating a descending trendline marking the
2015 and 2017 peaks.
 Key Resistance = 95
 Key Support = 88

Conclusions:
 While a state of “heightened volatility” best
describes the price action in the USD index since its
2015 high, the trend off the 2011 low has been
decidedly bullish.
 A monthly close above key resistance would reestablish that bull case.
 Target $102 (pending monthly close above $95)

Source: StockCharts.com
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US Interest Rates
10-Year Treasury
Neutral
Observations:
 The 10-year Treasury yield has advanced sharply
from its 2016 low, only to stall at the moment of
truth, as it challenged the well-established 3.033.07% resistance zone in May. Here we are again.
 Due to the heightened media attention surrounding
the 3.00% level, it may be lost on many that
significant trendline resistance exists from the
structural downtrend converging upon 3.65%.
 Structural Resistance = 3.65%
 Key Resistance = 3.12%
 Key Support = 2.71%

Conclusions:
 With the 2-year/10-year Treasury ratio nearing a
level that has previously marked the top for 10-year
yields, it might behoove investors to remember that
the longer-term technical trend for bonds remains
resoundingly bullish at present.
 Until both of the above cited resistance levels are
sustainably penetrated, there is no definitive
evidence of a structural trend change at this time.

October 1, 2018
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Methodology
 The analysis contained herein utilizes data visualization techniques related to historical monthly and weekly price and
volume statistics for publicly traded securities and popular indexes.
 The analysis employs an evidence-based approach to identify change and to evaluate the sustainability of long-term
price trends for a variety of broad markets, their sub-sectors, and the constituents that comprise their indexes.
 Emphasis has been placed on the use of equal-weight index data to conduct this analysis where ever possible in order to
reduce the influence of more heavily weighted large-cap issues and their ability to skew the results of a given study.
 Relative strength (RS) measures the performance of one or more variables vs. a benchmark. Of all the factors that have
ever been tested, RS has consistently demonstrated the greatest efficacy in terms of its predictive value. Our analysis
considers both the RS factor and its 2nd derivative, the momentum of the RS factor over a specific time period.
 Observations are objective, based upon the body of knowledge that comprises the subject of technical analysis as
defined by the CMT Association, but conclusions are subjective and are based upon the judgement and experience of
this analyst.
 Ratings reflect this analyst’s opinion: Bullish / Bearish / Neutral. A Bullish rating indicates that the data support further
improvement. A Bearish rating indicates that the data support further deterioration. A Neutral rating indicates that the
data is currently inconclusive.
 The use of plain language where possible has been given preference over industry jargon in order to simplify the
explanation and interpretation of this analysis. A glossary of terms specific to the discipline of technical analysis can be
found at: https://stockcharts.com/school/doku.php?id=chart_school:glossary_a
 Some readers may be unfamiliar with the use of “Relative Rotation Graphs.” A detailed discussion of this subject can be
found at: https://stockcharts.com/school/doku.php?id=chart_school:chart_analysis:rrg_charts
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 Copyright 2018 JWH Investment Partners (JWH). JWH, the publisher, is not a registered investment advisor. This
document is not intended for public use or distribution.
 This report expresses the opinions and views of the author as of the date indicated and are based on the author's
interpretation of the concepts therein, and may be subject to change without notice. JWH has no duty or obligation to
update the information contained herein. Further, JWH makes no representation, and it should not be assumed, that
past investment performance is an indication of future results. Moreover, wherever there is the potential for profit there
is also the possibility of loss. The information provided in this report is based on technical analysis. Technical analysis is
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investments discussed or recommended in this report may not be suitable for all investors. This memorandum is being
made available for educational purposes only and should not be used for any other purpose. The information contained
herein does not constitute and should not be construed as representation or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any
security or related financial instruments in any jurisdiction. Certain information contained herein concerning economic
trends, fundamentals, technical analysis, and performance is based on or derived from information provided by
independent third-party sources.
 Readers should conduct their own review and exercise judgment prior to investing. Investments are not guaranteed,
involve risk and may result in a loss of principal. Past performance does not guarantee future results. Investments are
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reliable; however, it cannot guarantee the accuracy of such information and has not independently verified the accuracy
or completeness of such information or the assumptions on which such information is based. From time to time the
publisher, his associates or members of his family may have a position in the securities mentioned in this report. This
report, including the information contained herein, has been prepared exclusively for the use of JWH clients, and may
not be copied, reproduced, redistributed, republished, or posted in whole or in part, in any form without the prior
written consent of JWH Investment Partners.
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